PRECAMBRIAN METAVOLCANIC
ROCKS OF
THE SQUAW PEAK AREA, MARICOPA
COUNTY, ARIZONA
by
Douglas G. Thorpe and
Donald M. Burt
Department of Geology
Arizona State University
This one-half-day field trip involves a 1,200 ft. (366 m) climb up a
steep but well-maintained mountain trail. Sturdy shoes and a one-quart
canteen are recommended; field glasses and a camera are optional for
the view at the top. The trip takes place entirely within Squaw Peak
Park of the City of Phoenix, in which rock and mineral collecting are
prohibited.

INTRODUCTION
Squaw Peale Park of the City of Phoenix provides chal
lenging mountain trails, parking, picnic facilities, comfort
stations, and water fountains within minutes of downtown
Phoenix. It is consequently a very popular park, especially
the trail up Squaw Peale, maintained by a volunteer group of
high school students. Squaw Peale itself (elev. 2,608 ft. or
795 m) is the highest of the Phoenix Mountains and its
summit provides a striking view of the city and surrounding
region. Its exact location is Sec. 2, T.2 N., R.3 W. in the
Sunnyslope 7.5 min topographic quadrangle, U.S. Geol.
Survey (1965-73), but its distinctly pointed profile can be
recognized from almost anywhere in the Phoenix area (see
fig. 1).

The northwest-trending Phoenix Mountains are typical
block-faulted mountains of the Basin and Range physio
graphic province. They consist of steeply dipping, weakly
metamorphosed Precambrian volcanics and elastic
sediments that generally strike about N.3Q°E. Previous
studies of the area include a study of mercury occurrences
by Schrader (1918), the county map by Wilson, et al.
(1957), and an abstract by Maisano and Malone (1973). In
addition, the Phoenix Mountains were mapped as part of an
environmental study by Shank (1973) and the pegmatite
bearing rocks of Mummy Mountain, east of Squaw Peale,
were mapped in detail by Aylor (1973). This report incor
porates the preliminary results of a thesis study by Thorpe
(in progress, 1978).

Figure 1. Squaw Peak. View from 24th Street and Lincoln Drive, Phoenix.
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PRELIMINARY GEOLOGIC MAP
SQUAW PEAK CITY PARK
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Figure 2. Preliminary geologic map of a portion of Squaw Peak Park. Inset shows location.
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STRATIGRAPHY AND PETROLOGY

flattened pumice fragments. Kink-banding of schist was
also described by these authors, but it is not especially
evident along the trail up Squaw Peak.
At least two generations of quartz veins are recognizable
in the Squaw Peak area. The earlier quartz veins are frac
tured and slightly deformed and commonly contain large
(1-10 cm) radial to parallel aggregates of pale blue-green to
colorless kyanite crystals at their schist contacts. The orien
tation of the kyanite blades is perpendicular to the schist
contacts. The later quartz veins do not contain kyanite, are
generally unfractured, and tend to form en echelon sets.

Stratigraphically, the lowermost units in the park are gray
phyllites and micaceous brown quartzites and schists on the
south side of Squaw Peak road. A thick sequence, 400-500
m across, of metarhyolites and metatuffs overlies these
rocks. In the northeastern area of the park the metarhyolites
and metatuffs are interbedded with massive, white, cross
bedded quartzites and thin, discontinuous pelitic zones. The
metarhyolites and metatuffs are overlain by micaceous
quartzites, greenstones, phyllites, and micaceous
metaconglomerates. Precambrian greenstone dikes locally
cut the other units. Thin dikes of Tertiary basaltic rocks also
occur in the area but are not common. Many of these units
are shown on the preliminary geologic map (fig. 2).
The metarhyolites and metatuffs vary considerably in
their present textures and mineralogy. Quartz phenocrysts
are everywhere recognizable, but feldspar phenocrysts are
recognizable in only a few areas. Most of the metatuffs and
metarhyolites now consist of quartz-muscovite schist, in
places containing accessory viridine or piemontite, and
quartz-kyanite schist. Chloritoid is rare. The accessory vir
idine and piemontite only occur in schists of a pale pinkish
color. The pink color may be due to Mn3+ in the muscovite
(Gresens and Stensrud, in press). Viridine and piemontite
also contain Mn3+, although viridine is green.
The areas of relatively fresh-appearing metarhyolite,
quartz-muscovite schist, and quartz-kyanite schist are
somewhat irregular in distribution and appear to grade into
each other laterally as well as vertically.
The massive quartzites near the summit and to the NE of
Squaw Peak are medium to fine grained and commonly
contain excellently-preserved cross-bedding delineated by
black magnetite-rich mineral trains in otherwise clean,
white quartzite.

MINERALOGY AND ALTERATION
The rocks of the Squaw Peak area contain a number of
distinctive metamorphic minerals: viridine (greenish Mn
rich andalusite), piemontite (pinkish Mn-rich clinozoisite),
and chloritoid, in addition to kyanite, pyrophyllite, musco
vite, magnetite, hematite, and numerous other minerals.
The Al-rich silicates andalusite, kyanite, chloritoid, and
pyrophyllite suggest a metamorphic environment that was
low in alkalis, because otherwise the alkalis would have
reacted with these minerals to produce micas and feldspars.
The question arises, how and when did the rhyolitic vol
canics locally lose their alkalis-before, during, or after
regional metamorphism? Maisano and Malone (1973)
suggest that kyanite and sericite formed from ''late circu
lating hydrothermal solutions.'' The present authors would
prefer to hypothesize that most of the leaching of alkalis
was premetamorphic, due to surficial and/or hydrothermal
alterations of the rhyolitic tuffs shortly after deposition.
The leaching processes involved have been characterized
by Hemley and Jones (1964; cf. Burt, 1976) as an exchange
of protons (H+) for alkali ions (K+ and Na+) during neutrali
zation of acidic solutions by country rocks. The resulting
altered rocks are alkali-poor and contain clay minerals such
as kaolinite and pyrophyllite in place of feldspars and mus
covite. Regional metamorphism then produces rocks con
sisting of quartz with kyanite, andalusite, and in iron-rich
areas, chloritoid as at Squaw Peak.
Gresens (1971) proposed a similar model for the forma
tion of kyanite deposits in northern New Mexico. His
model, however, implied that the alteration took place
within the kyanite stability field (i.e., during metamor
phism).
During Squaw Peak metamorphism abundant Mn3+
appears to have been available locally, as shown by the
minerals viridine and piemontite. Viridine can form in
coexistence with kyanite because Mn3+ stabilizes the
andalusite structure well into the kyanite stability field
(Heinrich and Corey, 1957; Strens, 1968; Abs-Wurmback
and Langer, 1975).
Retrogressive mineral reactions presumably include the
local sericitization of bladed kyanite in "early" quartz

STRUCTURE
The cross-bedding in the quartzites indicates that bedding
is overturned with tops to the west. The strike, as elsewhere
in the Phoenix Mountains, is predominantly N.30°E., and
the dip 60-85°E.
Metamorphic foliation is generally well-developed in all
rock types except the quartzites and the Tertiary dikes. The
foliation is generally parallel to the strike of the bedding and
is also steeply dipping. Isoclinal folds, readily visible in
dark bands rich in iron and manganese oxides, are common
in the metatuffs and metarhyolites. The axial planes of these
folds parallel the foliation.
Stretched quartz-rich pebbles are locally abundant in
some of the metatuffs. Their intermediate and long axes lie
in the plane of the foliation, and their long axes generally
parallel the dip of the foliation. Elliptical zo_nes of gray to
greenish muscovite in the foliation plane have been inter
preted by Maisano and Malone (1973) as stretched and
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veins, the growth of poikilitic andalusite around green cores
of viridine, and the late formation of pyrophyllite along
joints and fractures in the metatuffs.
The maximum grade of metamorphism reached is re
vealed by the absence of pyrophyllite (except along late
fractures), the presence of andalusite with kyanite, and the
presence of chloritoid instead of staurolite or almandine
in iron-rich areas. Based on data summarized in Winkler
(1976), Day (1976), and Anderson et al. (1977), it is rela
tively low (upper greenschist facies, say 350-450° C, 2.54.0 kb). The greenstones and greenschists of the area have
not yet been studied in detail, but it is interesting that garnet
of unknown composition appears in a slightly copper
stained greenstone dike about midway up the Squaw Peak
trail.

Wilson, E. D. and Roseveare, G. H. (1949) Arizona nonmetallics,
Univ. Ariz., Ariz. Bur. Mines, Bull. 155, 2nd ed., revised, 60
pp.
Wilson,E. D., Moore,R. T. and Peirce, W. (1957) Geologic map of
Maricopa County,Arizona,Univ. Ariz.,Ariz. Bur. Mines.
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Begin at parking lot behind Physical Sci
ences Center, F-wing (Geology-Physics),
A .S.U. campus. Turn right on University
Rd.
Turn north on Scottsdale Rd.
To the left is Tempe Butte with Sun Devil
Stadium at its eastern end. The butte is a
fault block that has been tilted to the south.
The lower part consists of siltstones and
sandstones containing mud cracks, ripple
marks, and imprints of palm fronds. The
upper third of the section is Middle to Late
Tertiary porphyritic andesite flows.
Cross the Salt River
Cross the Arizona Canal
Camelback Mountain is to the left. See Mile
9.3.
Turn left (west) at the light onto Lincoln Rd.
On the right is Mummy Mountain, which
marks the eastern end of the Phoenix Mts. It
consists of Precambrian schists and am
phibolites cut by numerous white pegmatite
dikes. The pegmatites are poorly zoned and
generally have a simple mineralogy, includ
ing quartz, muscovite, microcline, albite,
biotite, and accessory garnet, tourmaline,
magnetite, and beryl, with minor columbite
tantalite and niobian rutile. Graphic granite
occurs in a few places (Aylor, 1973).
On the left is Camelback Mountain, a fault
block uplifted during Basin and Range tec
tonism. The eastern part or "Camel's
Hump" is highly fractured Precambrian
granite. This is overlain at the western end of
the mountain by the Camel's Head formation, a Tertiary fanglomerate. Beneath the
Praying Monk, a rock promontory on the
"Camel's head," can be seen the trace of
the northwest-dipping fault (gravity slide?)
which separates the Precambrian granite
from the overlying Tertiary fanglomerate.
Active boulder trains formed by spheriodal
weathering of granite pose a potential hazard
to residents of the area as do debris move
ments. In September, 1976, local heavy

I
I
I

radiating clusters are visible. Large poikiloblastic andalu
site grains also occur in this area. Most have viridine cores
visible in thin section.
3b A prominent ridge visible from the saddle extends to
the southeast. The furthest ridge crest is of blocky unaltered
metarhyolite with quartz and feldspar phenocrest (cf. STOP
1). The saddle is dark quartz-kyanite schist consisting of at
least 50 percent kyanite as black radiating clusters in the
plane of the foliation. The closer ridge crest is pinkish schist
with viridine and occasional piemontite.

rains carried tons of rock debris down the
washes, depositing it in the swimming pools,
carports, patios, and living rooms of the
residents (Cordy, 1978).
4.7 14.00 Intersection at 24th Street. Stay on Lincoln
Rd.
0.5 14.5 Turn right at traffic signal onto Squaw Peak
Rd. (Follow sign to Squaw Peak Park.)
0.7 15.2 Turn left into the first paved parking lot on
entering the city park. The pavilion and
water fountain lie at the foot of the hiking
trail up Squaw Peak.

4. SECOND SADDLE TO THIRD SADDLE (Along southeast side
of ridge.)
To the northwest are the Phoenix Mountains. To the
northeast are Camelback, Papago Buttes, and Tempe Butte.
The resistant blocky rock here is quartz-kyanite schist. Iso
clinal folds are common, but kyanite in the noses of the
folds is not folded. Original quartz phenocrysts are still
present in the rock.

STOP GUIDE
Innumerable stops will be made along the trail at points to
be designated by the trip leaders. The numbers in the guide
that follows refer to regions of the trail rather than to
specific locations. Remember to fill your canteen at the
water fountain and to leave your hammers in the cars or bus
(no collecting allowed!).

5. THIRD SADDLE TO FOURTH SADDLE (With palo verde tree
and prospect pit.)

1. FOOT OF TRAIL TO FIRST SADDLE

The blocky, light-colored outcrops in this portion of the
trail are of relatively unaltered metarhyolite. In many
places, 1 to 3 mm quartz and feldspar phenocrysts are
clearly visible in a pale tan to reddish sericitic matrix. The
ellipsoidal grayish-green areas on the foliation are sericite.
Maisano and Malone (1973) suggest that these areas repre
sent deformed and altered pumice fragments, with axial
ratios 35:8:1.

Sa More isoclinally folded schist crops out in the third
saddle. The quartz-muscovite schists in the valleys to the
southeast also contain isoclinally folded black layers.
Wherever the schist is pinkish, viridine or piemontite occur
concentrated along the black layers.
Sb Dikes of greenstone with small garnets and slight
copper stain occur along the trail as do early quartz veins
with rims of colorless kyanite. Just below the fourth saddle
are good outcrops of metaconglomerate.

2.

6.

FIRST SADDLE TO FIRST OVERLOOK

2a The pinkish altered rhyolite begins to contain
viridine-rich layers in the plane of foliation.
2b Younger quartz veins occur to the west, towards the
southern end of the ridge. The quartz-muscovite schist con
tains a few cobbles of rhyolite and quartzite. In the proper
light, kink bands may be visible in the schist. Return to the
saddle and continue up the main trail.
2c The large caliche-cemented kinks and folds in the
schist are the result of creep (slow surface ground move
ment due to gravity). The large block of schist to the south
has slowly rotated away from the main hillside until now the
foliation dips northwest. The wedge behind the tilted block
is filled with folded schist from above. Many other good
examples of creep are visible higher up the trail.
2d A small outcrop of a Tertiary basalt dike occurs in the
trail just above the contorted schist.

3.

FOURTH SADDLE TO GUARD RAIL

6a Prospect pits, such as the one at the fourth saddle, are
common at Squaw Peak. This one was apparently dug on
traces of malachite on the outcrop, but others were dug on
quartz veins in search of gold or mercury. The only
economic mineral production from Squaw Peak was 38 tons
of kyanite removed during World War II, before the area
became a city park (Wilson and Roseveare, 1949, p. 43).
Less than 100 flasks of mercury were produced in other
parts of the Phoenix Mountains (Bailey, 1969, p. 228).
6b In the prospect pit is a dark metapelite containing
darker spots of chloritoid. More metapelite with chloritoid
occurs further up the trail.
7.

GUARD RAIL TO SUMMIT

7a At the guard rail continue up the trail (to the left). Be
careful here; the trail becomes very steep. Note more
chloritoid spots to the left.
7b At a switchback, note the large quartz vein with pale
blue bladed kyanite at the margins. The kyanite, which is
normally very resistant to erosion (the backbone of Squaw

FIRST OVERLOOK TO SECOND SADDLE

3a Much of the fine white coating of joint surfaces in the
massive blocks is fine-grained pyrophyllite. Rarely small
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Peak is kyanite quartzite), has here been selectively at
tacked by hammers. This is a good example of the hand
iwork of inconsiderate (and illegal) collectors. Continue to
the peak and enjoy the view.

Mountain Park, where, for a small fee, you can drive your
car to an overlook for a southern view of the city.
To the east are the Tertiary volcanics of the Supersti
tions, with the Goldfield and Usery Mts. in the foreground.
To the northeast, beyond Paradise Valley and Scottsdale,
are the Precambrian schists of the McDowell Mts. and
beyond them the Precambrian Mazatzal Mts., marked by
the distinctive profile of Four Peaks. With field glasses you
can see Grady Gammage auditorium on the ASU campus,
but the geology building is hidden behind Tempe Butte.
Return down the trail the same way you came up, and
watch your footing. If you didn't bring a canteen, head
straight for the water fountain at the foot of the trail.
The return to Tempe can be made via 24th Street and the
freeway (1-10), if desired.

8. SUMMIT OF SQUAW PEAK

In addition to the features already mentioned (Camel
back, Mummy Mountain, Tempe Butte, etc.), the summit
provides a clear view of Paradise Valley extending north to
Cave Creek, Carefree, and New River Mesa. To the
northwest are the Phoenix Mountains, with the Hiero
glyphics and Bradshaws beyond. To the west are the Pre
cambrian White Tank Mountains, to the southwest the
Sierra Estrellas, and directly to the south is Phoenix South
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